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Figure 1: Aspect Ratio of 2D and 3D Trees.

the aspect ratio introduces a limitation on the number

of levels that can be effectively displayed (about 10), it

makes Cone Trees independent of the number of nodes,

branching factor, and number of levels (until the limit

is reached).

USER PERCEPTIONS

In addition to perceptual effects already mentioned, sev-

eral other user perceptions enhance the effectiveness of

Cone Trees. For example, the 3D perspective view of

Cone Trees provides a fisheye view[4] of the infornm-

tiou, without having to describe a degree of interest

function, as in general fisheye view mechanisms. The

selected path is brighter, closer, and larger that other

paths, both because of the 3D perspective view and be-

cause of coloring and simulated lighting. SemNet~2] also

reported a fisheye view effect from their use of 3D per-

spective. Our fisheye view effect is further enhanced by

selection rotation, because the user can easily select a

new object of interest and have the structure quickly

reconfigure to highlight it.

The user perception of 3D depth is enhanced in a nunl-

ber of ways. Obviously 3D perspective transfornla-

tion results in size changes to reflect distance from the

viewer. Lighting cues, like lighter coloring of closer

nodes and links, also enhances 3D depth perception.

Finally, shadows of cones and nodes are cast onto the

floor. These are idealized shadows, which provide a 3D

depth cue and also convey additional structural infor-

mation about the hierarchy. This additional infornla-

tion is different for Cone Trees and Cam Trees. In

Robertson Plate 1, the Cone Tree shadow conveys in-

formation about clustering in the hierarchy, Cam Tree

shadows (Robertson Plate 3) convey more direct infor-

mation about the hierarchy in the form of a simple ‘2D

projection. While users do not seem to focus directly on

the extra information in shadows, it still appears to help

in understanding the structure, pe~haps subliminally.

Interactive animation’s primary perceptuzd effect, as de-

scribed above, is the reduction of cognitive load by ex-

ploiting the human perceptual system. It also brings

the interface ancl the information to life, making the

tasks more enjoyable. In addition, it helps the user to

understand the information structure more completely.

By observing continuous rotations of the structure, the

user gains insights into the relationships between sLlb-

structures. This technique is also used in CAD/CAM

systems, which provicle ways to rotate objects to gain

insights into their structure.

GARDENING, MANIPULATION, AND SEARCH

‘Ile basic look and feel of Cone Trees aucl some of their

perceptual properties have been clescribed. In this sec-

tion, we describe several additional operations that can

be pe~formed on Cone Trees, inducting techniques fo~

viewing parts of trees, restructuring trees clynamically,

and searching through unclerlyiug information. These

allow the wser to further explore ancl manipulate the

structure of the information being visua.lizecl.

For a complex hierarchy, users often need ways of hidiug

selected parts to focus on a particular substructure. We

provide operations for pruning and growing the view of

the tree, collectively called gardening operations. Prune

and grow operations are clone either by menu or by ges-

tures directecl at a node. If a wser flicks a nocle tows.rcl

the top node, all of its clescendants are hiclc[eu f’lom

view. The p~uuecl node is mocli[ied so that a qrmu tab

appears belotv it (or to its right for Can] Trees), (lro\\~-

ing the chilclren of a pruuecl nocle back into vie\v is clone

either by flicking that node away from the top node or

by clicking on the grow tab. To focus on one particular

substructure, the prune others menu operation prunes

all the siblings of the selected node, leaving only the de-

sired substructure visible. These gardening operatiom

make it easier to manage and understand large, complex

hierarchies.

For applications where the user wishes to change the

structure of the hierarchy clynamically, techniques are

needecl for directly rearranging the Cone Tfee. The

3D manipulation techniques described in [6] are med to

grasp a nocle aud drag the substructure rooted a~ that

nocle to a new position. Feeclback is provicled by high-

lighting the bocly of the target cone. When the grasped

node is released, it is moved to its new position.

As mentioned earlier, information retrieval is always

available. Search parameters are provided either by

node selection or parameters typed into a pop-Lip prop-

erty sheet. Search is initiated by menu command, and

is restricted to currently visible nodes, Tl]e search op-

eration typically takes place ill another process ~c) avoid

degrading il~ter active allimat, iou aucl LO alloiv (11c Lumr

to continue \vorlf during the search. lVhen a search

statts, all nodes are made invisible. During the search,
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ABSTRACT

Tasks that involve large information spaces overwhelm

workspaces that do not support efiicient use of space

and time. For example, case studies indicate that in-

formation often contains linear components, which can

result in 2D layouts with wide, inefficient aspect ratios.

This paper describes a technique called the Perspective

W’aU for visualizing linear information by smoothly in-

tegrating detailed and contextual views. It uses hard-

ware support for 3D interactive animation to fold wide

2D layouts into intuitive 3D visualizations that have a

center panel for detail and two perspective panels for

context. The resulting visualization supports efficient

use of space and time.

KEYWORDS: User-Interface Design Issues - visual ord-

put strategies, interface metaphors, graphic presenta-

tions, screen layout; Analysis Methods - analysis of con-

tents of particular domainq Domain Specific Designs -

information retn”eval

INTRODUCTION

Tasks that involve large information spaces require

workspaces based on explicit techniques for handling the

volume of information. There exist two basic strategies

for developing such techniques: a space strategy uses lay-

out and graphic design to pack appropriate information

in one view, while a time strut egy uses view transitions

to spread information over multiple views.

Permission to copy without fee ell or part of this material is
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dimet commamid sduantage, the ACM eapyrieht natica and the

title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given

that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing

Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee

and/or specific permission.
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Although the space-time distinction is useful, large in-

formation spaces often require simultaneous use of both

strategies, which can involve interactions among the

techniques. For example, case studies indicate that

tasks often involve spanning properties (such as time)

that structure the information linearly. This linear

structure results in 2D layouts with wide aspect rz

ties that are difficult to accommodate in a single view.

Current computer screens are quite small compared to

“real-world” workspaces, such as dining room tables[3].

Furthermore, all workspaces are limited by human size

and perception in the amount of information they can

make visible in a single view. Layouts with wide aspect

ratios must be reduced in scale to fit in a single view,

which causes very small details. When a time strategy

is used to enlarge details by only viewing part of the

layout, the view may omit contextual information that

is needed to work on a task or navigate to another part

of the information space. Reintroducing the necessary

contextual information interacts with the space strategy

by reducing the area available for viewing details.

Resnikoff observes that the human eye and other bi~

logical systems process the vast amounts of information

available in the real world by smoothly integrating a

focused view for the detail with a general view for the

context [10]. In particular, the retina of the human eye is

hierarchically decomposed into a foveal region that per-

ceives details and a surrounding low resolution region

for daylight color vision and nighttime monochrome vi-

sion. Furthermore, other biological information process-

ing systems, including bat echo-location, have similar

decompositions. He argues that tkis architecture is a

result of general information processing principles such

as selective omission of information and aggregation into

more abstract forms.

This paper describes a technique called the Perspec-

tive Wall that integrates detailed and contextual views

to support the visualization of linearly structured in-
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Figure 2: The upper plot shows the number of construction litigation documents by quarter. The dark bars are

Case 3-1075 and the light bars are Case 3-1078. The lower plot shows the number of committee work documents by

month for Case P70/P-PM.

lapped. We will show that the Perspective Wall can be

used to visualize this layering of information in addition

to its linear structure. The lower plot clearly shows the

pulsing effect of the study committee meetings. Each

meeting generated a flurry of preparatory documents

as participants were forced to get their work done be-

fore the meeting deadline, to arrange agendas, and to

prepare the meeting minutes.

These case studies suggest that spanning properties,

such as time, often reveal some of the structure in an

underlying document collection. The visualization of

the document collection in terms of these properties

can reveal subtle textures reflecting the underlying pro-

cesses that generated the documents. These textures

could be useful to the participants attempting to re-

trieve the documents because they could use their con-

textual knowledge of the underlying work process to

aid the search. Linear visualizations based on time

or some other spanning property could also allow non-

participants to rapidly understand the collection as a

whole and to search it.

VISUALIZING LARGE INFORMATION SPACES

The principal obstacles to a visualization of linear in-

formation structures are (1) the large amount of infor-

mation that must be displayed and (2) the difficulty of

accommodating the extreme aspect ratio of the linear

structure on the screen.

Window systems provide some support for processing

large amounts of information. For example, windows

can be used as a space technique to group related in-

formation and as a time technique for switching among

views (for example, overlapped windows, scrolling, or

icons). Window systems can also provide some contex-

tual information through the proximity of windows on

the display. However, virtual desktops quickly become

cluttered and unusable during work with large amounts

of information.

The Rooms window manager is a time technique that

increases the effective working size of a window system

by allowing users to switch among window “working

sets” s-s they switch tasks[3]. Rooms also supports nav-

igation with various techniques including an “Overview

Room” that allows users to see and work with the en-

tire workspace. However, Rooms does not address the

problem of developing visualizations for tasks involving

large information spaces (except by moving the clutter

from other tasks to other rooms).

A common technique for integrating detail and con-

text is to have two simultaneous views: an overview

with a scale-reduced version of a workspace, and a

detailed view into the workspace where work can be

accomplished [3, 4, 6]. The overview typically con-

tains an indication of the detailed view’s location that

can be manipulated for rapid movement through the

175

lar, seems to be a powerful technique because it shifts

cognitive load to the perceptual system and thus sup-

ports smooth transitions among views. We have been

able to use these techniques to visualize the structures

of information spaces, such as entire file systems, that

have never been seen before. Our initial prototypes sug-

gest that highly interactive user interfaces are likely to

support large scale cognition and thus deserve further

research activity.
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review:
Why Think About Meaning?

• Measurable (”scientific”) results
• Intangible (poetic) entailments
• Cultural context 



  

Poetics of CHI

• Where do interface ideas come from?
• Great CHI, not great products
• Papers are imbued with transcendent 

meanings
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review:
Philosophical Studies of Meaning
• Phenomenology
• Structuralism (AKA semiology)

• Genre systems



  

Sign = Sr + Sd
(Structuralism)

• Linguistics
• Saussure



  

Sign = Sr + Sd

The sign is intrinsically arbitrary.

It can be identified only by contrast with coexisting 
signs of the same  nature, which together 
constitute a structured system



  

Genre
• “kind of”
• socio-technical system
• meaning comes from: media + content + production 

+ consumption
• Media example (printing):
– books
– newspapers
– memos

• content example (fiction):
– romance
– mystery
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Deconstruction Game(s)

• Use philosophies as methodological tools
• Basic idea:
– One thing seen in relation to another
– What is “other” to CHI papers?



  

How to read....

• Structure
• Affect
• Context
• Genre



  

Structure: Perspective Wall

• appearance of paper
• elements of visible structure
• elements of implicit structure
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ABSTRACT

Tasks that involve large information spaces overwhelm

workspaces that do not support efiicient use of space

and time. For example, case studies indicate that in-

formation often contains linear components, which can

result in 2D layouts with wide, inefficient aspect ratios.

This paper describes a technique called the Perspective

W’aU for visualizing linear information by smoothly in-

tegrating detailed and contextual views. It uses hard-

ware support for 3D interactive animation to fold wide

2D layouts into intuitive 3D visualizations that have a

center panel for detail and two perspective panels for

context. The resulting visualization supports efficient

use of space and time.

KEYWORDS: User-Interface Design Issues - visual ord-

put strategies, interface metaphors, graphic presenta-

tions, screen layout; Analysis Methods - analysis of con-

tents of particular domainq Domain Specific Designs -

information retn”eval

INTRODUCTION

Tasks that involve large information spaces require

workspaces based on explicit techniques for handling the

volume of information. There exist two basic strategies

for developing such techniques: a space strategy uses lay-

out and graphic design to pack appropriate information

in one view, while a time strut egy uses view transitions

to spread information over multiple views.
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Although the space-time distinction is useful, large in-

formation spaces often require simultaneous use of both

strategies, which can involve interactions among the

techniques. For example, case studies indicate that

tasks often involve spanning properties (such as time)

that structure the information linearly. This linear

structure results in 2D layouts with wide aspect rz

ties that are difficult to accommodate in a single view.

Current computer screens are quite small compared to

“real-world” workspaces, such as dining room tables[3].

Furthermore, all workspaces are limited by human size

and perception in the amount of information they can

make visible in a single view. Layouts with wide aspect

ratios must be reduced in scale to fit in a single view,

which causes very small details. When a time strategy

is used to enlarge details by only viewing part of the

layout, the view may omit contextual information that

is needed to work on a task or navigate to another part

of the information space. Reintroducing the necessary

contextual information interacts with the space strategy

by reducing the area available for viewing details.

Resnikoff observes that the human eye and other bi~

logical systems process the vast amounts of information

available in the real world by smoothly integrating a

focused view for the detail with a general view for the

context [10]. In particular, the retina of the human eye is

hierarchically decomposed into a foveal region that per-

ceives details and a surrounding low resolution region

for daylight color vision and nighttime monochrome vi-

sion. Furthermore, other biological information process-

ing systems, including bat echo-location, have similar

decompositions. He argues that tkis architecture is a

result of general information processing principles such

as selective omission of information and aggregation into

more abstract forms.

This paper describes a technique called the Perspec-

tive Wall that integrates detailed and contextual views

to support the visualization of linearly structured in-
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Figure 2: The upper plot shows the number of construction litigation documents by quarter. The dark bars are

Case 3-1075 and the light bars are Case 3-1078. The lower plot shows the number of committee work documents by

month for Case P70/P-PM.

lapped. We will show that the Perspective Wall can be

used to visualize this layering of information in addition

to its linear structure. The lower plot clearly shows the

pulsing effect of the study committee meetings. Each

meeting generated a flurry of preparatory documents

as participants were forced to get their work done be-

fore the meeting deadline, to arrange agendas, and to

prepare the meeting minutes.

These case studies suggest that spanning properties,

such as time, often reveal some of the structure in an

underlying document collection. The visualization of

the document collection in terms of these properties

can reveal subtle textures reflecting the underlying pro-

cesses that generated the documents. These textures

could be useful to the participants attempting to re-

trieve the documents because they could use their con-

textual knowledge of the underlying work process to

aid the search. Linear visualizations based on time

or some other spanning property could also allow non-

participants to rapidly understand the collection as a

whole and to search it.

VISUALIZING LARGE INFORMATION SPACES

The principal obstacles to a visualization of linear in-

formation structures are (1) the large amount of infor-

mation that must be displayed and (2) the difficulty of

accommodating the extreme aspect ratio of the linear

structure on the screen.

Window systems provide some support for processing

large amounts of information. For example, windows

can be used as a space technique to group related in-

formation and as a time technique for switching among

views (for example, overlapped windows, scrolling, or

icons). Window systems can also provide some contex-

tual information through the proximity of windows on

the display. However, virtual desktops quickly become

cluttered and unusable during work with large amounts

of information.

The Rooms window manager is a time technique that

increases the effective working size of a window system

by allowing users to switch among window “working

sets” s-s they switch tasks[3]. Rooms also supports nav-

igation with various techniques including an “Overview

Room” that allows users to see and work with the en-

tire workspace. However, Rooms does not address the

problem of developing visualizations for tasks involving

large information spaces (except by moving the clutter

from other tasks to other rooms).

A common technique for integrating detail and con-

text is to have two simultaneous views: an overview

with a scale-reduced version of a workspace, and a

detailed view into the workspace where work can be

accomplished [3, 4, 6]. The overview typically con-

tains an indication of the detailed view’s location that

can be manipulated for rapid movement through the
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lar, seems to be a powerful technique because it shifts

cognitive load to the perceptual system and thus sup-

ports smooth transitions among views. We have been

able to use these techniques to visualize the structures

of information spaces, such as entire file systems, that

have never been seen before. Our initial prototypes sug-

gest that highly interactive user interfaces are likely to

support large scale cognition and thus deserve further

research activity.
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Structure
• Apparent structure
– helvetica headings, times-roman text, etc.

• Visible structure
– hierarchy
– intro, prior work, research, conclusions, refs
– ordered and orderly

• Implicit structure (values of community)
– hierarchy -> hierarchical system
– pro forma -> conformance to community
– ordered and orderly -> novelty w/in structure, 

only



  

People -- the “Other”

• How are people represented? 
– computers and displays are shown literally 
– people are represented by abstractions of 

properties: 
• performance, numerically represented

• as a collection, not as individuals

• Subject: Computer interfaces 
• Object: people



  

Affect

• Affect precedes cognition
• Familiarity breeds fondness
• Argument for: 
– designing appearance
– reading reaction



  

Affect and content

• How to “read” affect?
– “Subtract” content (cognitive psych method)
– map associations (literary method)

• CHI Papers:
– affect comes from authors
– buzz
– balance of recognizable paper elements



  

 Subtractive Method (4.2.1)

Reaction affects reading

• Examine presentation of information
• Substitute content with unintelligible 

content
• Ask, “What is first impression, first thing 

‘reader’ understands?”



  

Map of Associations (4.2.2)

reaction is part of reading

• Deconstruct all meanings of content
• Map each primary meaning to one 

association with meaning
• Any re-presentation is a new 

construction  



  

Cone Tree

• paper looks like?
• subject matter looks like?
– what does that say about values?
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Figure 1: Aspect Ratio of 2D and 3D Trees.

the aspect ratio introduces a limitation on the number

of levels that can be effectively displayed (about 10), it

makes Cone Trees independent of the number of nodes,

branching factor, and number of levels (until the limit

is reached).

USER PERCEPTIONS

In addition to perceptual effects already mentioned, sev-

eral other user perceptions enhance the effectiveness of

Cone Trees. For example, the 3D perspective view of

Cone Trees provides a fisheye view[4] of the infornm-

tiou, without having to describe a degree of interest

function, as in general fisheye view mechanisms. The

selected path is brighter, closer, and larger that other

paths, both because of the 3D perspective view and be-

cause of coloring and simulated lighting. SemNet~2] also

reported a fisheye view effect from their use of 3D per-

spective. Our fisheye view effect is further enhanced by

selection rotation, because the user can easily select a

new object of interest and have the structure quickly

reconfigure to highlight it.

The user perception of 3D depth is enhanced in a nunl-

ber of ways. Obviously 3D perspective transfornla-

tion results in size changes to reflect distance from the

viewer. Lighting cues, like lighter coloring of closer

nodes and links, also enhances 3D depth perception.

Finally, shadows of cones and nodes are cast onto the

floor. These are idealized shadows, which provide a 3D

depth cue and also convey additional structural infor-

mation about the hierarchy. This additional infornla-

tion is different for Cone Trees and Cam Trees. In

Robertson Plate 1, the Cone Tree shadow conveys in-

formation about clustering in the hierarchy, Cam Tree

shadows (Robertson Plate 3) convey more direct infor-

mation about the hierarchy in the form of a simple ‘2D

projection. While users do not seem to focus directly on

the extra information in shadows, it still appears to help

in understanding the structure, pe~haps subliminally.

Interactive animation’s primary perceptuzd effect, as de-

scribed above, is the reduction of cognitive load by ex-

ploiting the human perceptual system. It also brings

the interface ancl the information to life, making the

tasks more enjoyable. In addition, it helps the user to

understand the information structure more completely.

By observing continuous rotations of the structure, the

user gains insights into the relationships between sLlb-

structures. This technique is also used in CAD/CAM

systems, which provicle ways to rotate objects to gain

insights into their structure.

GARDENING, MANIPULATION, AND SEARCH

‘Ile basic look and feel of Cone Trees aucl some of their

perceptual properties have been clescribed. In this sec-

tion, we describe several additional operations that can

be pe~formed on Cone Trees, inducting techniques fo~

viewing parts of trees, restructuring trees clynamically,

and searching through unclerlyiug information. These

allow the wser to further explore ancl manipulate the

structure of the information being visua.lizecl.

For a complex hierarchy, users often need ways of hidiug

selected parts to focus on a particular substructure. We

provide operations for pruning and growing the view of

the tree, collectively called gardening operations. Prune

and grow operations are clone either by menu or by ges-

tures directecl at a node. If a wser flicks a nocle tows.rcl

the top node, all of its clescendants are hiclc[eu f’lom

view. The p~uuecl node is mocli[ied so that a qrmu tab

appears belotv it (or to its right for Can] Trees), (lro\\~-

ing the chilclren of a pruuecl nocle back into vie\v is clone

either by flicking that node away from the top node or

by clicking on the grow tab. To focus on one particular

substructure, the prune others menu operation prunes

all the siblings of the selected node, leaving only the de-

sired substructure visible. These gardening operatiom

make it easier to manage and understand large, complex

hierarchies.

For applications where the user wishes to change the

structure of the hierarchy clynamically, techniques are

needecl for directly rearranging the Cone Tfee. The

3D manipulation techniques described in [6] are med to

grasp a nocle aud drag the substructure rooted a~ that

nocle to a new position. Feeclback is provicled by high-

lighting the bocly of the target cone. When the grasped

node is released, it is moved to its new position.

As mentioned earlier, information retrieval is always

available. Search parameters are provided either by

node selection or parameters typed into a pop-Lip prop-

erty sheet. Search is initiated by menu command, and

is restricted to currently visible nodes, Tl]e search op-

eration typically takes place ill another process ~c) avoid

degrading il~ter active allimat, iou aucl LO alloiv (11c Lumr

to continue \vorlf during the search. lVhen a search

statts, all nodes are made invisible. During the search,
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Perspective Wall

• paper looks like?
– what sorts of associations does “science” have?
– is a novel interface science?

THE PERSPECTIVEWALL:

DETAIL AND CONTEXT SMOOTHLY INTEGRATED

Jock D. iklackinlag, George G. l?obertson, and Stuart K. Card

Xerox Palo Alto Research Center

3333 Coyote Hill Road

Palo Alto, CA 94304

415-494-4335, mackinlay.parc@xerox. com

ABSTRACT

Tasks that involve large information spaces overwhelm

workspaces that do not support efiicient use of space

and time. For example, case studies indicate that in-

formation often contains linear components, which can

result in 2D layouts with wide, inefficient aspect ratios.

This paper describes a technique called the Perspective

W’aU for visualizing linear information by smoothly in-

tegrating detailed and contextual views. It uses hard-

ware support for 3D interactive animation to fold wide

2D layouts into intuitive 3D visualizations that have a

center panel for detail and two perspective panels for

context. The resulting visualization supports efficient

use of space and time.

KEYWORDS: User-Interface Design Issues - visual ord-

put strategies, interface metaphors, graphic presenta-

tions, screen layout; Analysis Methods - analysis of con-

tents of particular domainq Domain Specific Designs -

information retn”eval

INTRODUCTION

Tasks that involve large information spaces require

workspaces based on explicit techniques for handling the

volume of information. There exist two basic strategies

for developing such techniques: a space strategy uses lay-

out and graphic design to pack appropriate information

in one view, while a time strut egy uses view transitions

to spread information over multiple views.

Permission to copy without fee ell or part of this material is

granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for

dimet commamid sduantage, the ACM eapyrieht natica and the

title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given

that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing

Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee

and/or specific permission.

@ 1991 ACM ().89791.383-3/91 /0004/OJ 73...$1.50

Although the space-time distinction is useful, large in-

formation spaces often require simultaneous use of both

strategies, which can involve interactions among the

techniques. For example, case studies indicate that

tasks often involve spanning properties (such as time)

that structure the information linearly. This linear

structure results in 2D layouts with wide aspect rz

ties that are difficult to accommodate in a single view.

Current computer screens are quite small compared to

“real-world” workspaces, such as dining room tables[3].

Furthermore, all workspaces are limited by human size

and perception in the amount of information they can

make visible in a single view. Layouts with wide aspect

ratios must be reduced in scale to fit in a single view,

which causes very small details. When a time strategy

is used to enlarge details by only viewing part of the

layout, the view may omit contextual information that

is needed to work on a task or navigate to another part

of the information space. Reintroducing the necessary

contextual information interacts with the space strategy

by reducing the area available for viewing details.

Resnikoff observes that the human eye and other bi~

logical systems process the vast amounts of information

available in the real world by smoothly integrating a

focused view for the detail with a general view for the

context [10]. In particular, the retina of the human eye is

hierarchically decomposed into a foveal region that per-

ceives details and a surrounding low resolution region

for daylight color vision and nighttime monochrome vi-

sion. Furthermore, other biological information process-

ing systems, including bat echo-location, have similar

decompositions. He argues that tkis architecture is a

result of general information processing principles such

as selective omission of information and aggregation into

more abstract forms.

This paper describes a technique called the Perspec-

tive Wall that integrates detailed and contextual views

to support the visualization of linearly structured in-
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Figure 2: The upper plot shows the number of construction litigation documents by quarter. The dark bars are

Case 3-1075 and the light bars are Case 3-1078. The lower plot shows the number of committee work documents by

month for Case P70/P-PM.

lapped. We will show that the Perspective Wall can be

used to visualize this layering of information in addition

to its linear structure. The lower plot clearly shows the

pulsing effect of the study committee meetings. Each

meeting generated a flurry of preparatory documents

as participants were forced to get their work done be-

fore the meeting deadline, to arrange agendas, and to

prepare the meeting minutes.

These case studies suggest that spanning properties,

such as time, often reveal some of the structure in an

underlying document collection. The visualization of

the document collection in terms of these properties

can reveal subtle textures reflecting the underlying pro-

cesses that generated the documents. These textures

could be useful to the participants attempting to re-

trieve the documents because they could use their con-

textual knowledge of the underlying work process to

aid the search. Linear visualizations based on time

or some other spanning property could also allow non-

participants to rapidly understand the collection as a

whole and to search it.

VISUALIZING LARGE INFORMATION SPACES

The principal obstacles to a visualization of linear in-

formation structures are (1) the large amount of infor-

mation that must be displayed and (2) the difficulty of

accommodating the extreme aspect ratio of the linear

structure on the screen.

Window systems provide some support for processing

large amounts of information. For example, windows

can be used as a space technique to group related in-

formation and as a time technique for switching among

views (for example, overlapped windows, scrolling, or

icons). Window systems can also provide some contex-

tual information through the proximity of windows on

the display. However, virtual desktops quickly become

cluttered and unusable during work with large amounts

of information.

The Rooms window manager is a time technique that

increases the effective working size of a window system

by allowing users to switch among window “working

sets” s-s they switch tasks[3]. Rooms also supports nav-

igation with various techniques including an “Overview

Room” that allows users to see and work with the en-

tire workspace. However, Rooms does not address the

problem of developing visualizations for tasks involving

large information spaces (except by moving the clutter

from other tasks to other rooms).

A common technique for integrating detail and con-

text is to have two simultaneous views: an overview

with a scale-reduced version of a workspace, and a

detailed view into the workspace where work can be

accomplished [3, 4, 6]. The overview typically con-

tains an indication of the detailed view’s location that

can be manipulated for rapid movement through the
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lar, seems to be a powerful technique because it shifts

cognitive load to the perceptual system and thus sup-

ports smooth transitions among views. We have been

able to use these techniques to visualize the structures

of information spaces, such as entire file systems, that

have never been seen before. Our initial prototypes sug-

gest that highly interactive user interfaces are likely to

support large scale cognition and thus deserve further

research activity.
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Reading “Novelty”

• Phenomenological understanding of CHI 
paradigm: science and novel interface

• Is novelty new knowledge? (New knowledge is 
novel....)

• “Coolness” addresses higher authority, but 
is orthogonal to “science”
– science: correctness
– coolness: charm



  

Genre Method (4.2.3)

• Context most often set by genre
• Identify and establish meanings due to:
– media
– content
– production (”follow the money”)
– consumption (audience)

• Compare DUX and CHI genres



  

Example of Going Meta

• Six Degrees of Jonathon Grudin
• Apply (social network) method to self 
– Reflection
– validation
– “self” becomes other
– genre-breaker?

• Stopping rule?
• Does it produce good “results” (that is, is 

this a “good” CHI paper -- or merely 
“cute”?)



  

Meaning

• CHI Papers
• Why Think About Meaning?
• Understanding Meaning
• Deconstruction Games



  

Planning Ahead

• for next Wednesday: Presentation and 
Demo
– meet with me!
– rehearse, rehearse, rehearse (including set up/

take down)
– off-line demo?

• for next Wednesday: Report
– in CHI or DUX format (DUX preferred)
– appendix: revised business plan, post-mortem 

on Delphi plan 


